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Pagan Karauria with the trappings of success at the
New Zealand Merino Shears 2018. Open woolhandling
champion for the third time, Master Woolhandler
Honours recipient and star of ‘She Shears’ She Does!
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A Christmas Message from Floyde Neil:
Facebook. It’s no secret this writer is not a great fan of
social media (shouldn’t that be the anti-social media
where people don’t actually communicate face to face
(kanohi ki te kanohi)? But when the cause is right, there’s
no denying its power to reach a vast audience quickly.
And when you get heart-felt pleas such as that posted
by Floyde Neil in lamenting the recent loss of four great
mates from the industry through road accidents, even old
timers like me must applaud both the medium and the
message. As well as the eloquent messenger.
Without making any assumptions about the circumstances that led to the deaths of his four friends, Floyde
questioned generally the reasons why people take risks
when they get behind the wheel of a vehicle.
You’re running late, and to be late at the arrival of your
destination might cost you a box of beer. Well, be late
and ‘pay the fine’ (buy the box) if that’s what it takes,
Floyde says. Alternative? Speed, take unnecessary risks
and maybe kill someone on the road, or yourself.
Too tired to drive? Phone home or text someone to tell
them you’ve pulled over for a snooze, off the road, in a
gateway or somewhere out of danger. You’ll drive again
when you wake up. Alternative? Keep driving, fall asleep
at the wheel, run off the road (‘a car left the road …’ the
papers will say). Yeah, right.
Had too much to drink? (Had anything to drink?)
‘Gonna get your head ripped off by the Mrs’ because you
weren’t home when you said you would be? She would
rather have you home late than home in a bodybag. Just
let her know how late you’re going to be.
‘Trust me, people will forget about [those things], I
just want people to start asking themselves when they get
behind the wheel, Am I really okay to drive, is it worth it,
my taking the risk?’
Brave words, Floyde Neil. And timely. It’s coming up
‘festive season’. Have a good one, but heed Floyde’s
warning and chances are we’ll see you all back in the
sheds in 2019.

Ka kite ano
Des Williams (editor)
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DAVE BATEMAN

shearing supplies
Quality gear, Bargain prices, Great service
BB

AA

13 Tooth combs
$22 each

All Cutters $4.90 each
ONLY $49 PER BOX

Choose from:
- AA or BB shape
- Full thickness or ground
- Standard or Wide throw

9 Tooth combs
$23 each

Cover combs
$25 each

Convex combs
$20 each

We stock parts and accessories to ﬁt most shearing brands
$100 each
Inner Flexis - made to order
$100 each
Outer Flexis 1.5m 1.8m and 2m
Comb Screws ﬁt Sunbeam/Beiyuan/Lister/Heiniger from $11 each
$50 pair
Handpiece Cogs
$120 each
Pendulum - duel (comb and cutter also available)
minor from $50 each
Handpiece Repair Kits
major from $95 each
As well as Grinders, Dagging Plants, and much more......

Handpieces
starting from
$380

parts also available

Only need a couple of things? Just want to try something new? No Problem!
There are no minimum orders
Free delivery for standard courier orders*, including to RD addresses.

Contact us today!
PH: 0800 837 300 TXT: 027-5454549
www.BatemanShearingSupplies.com
Prices and availability are subject to change without notice, prices include GST, free postage excludes freight and oversized, heavy items .
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The age-old mystery has been solved.
Who ate all the pies? It was this pair of
pie poachers. You know who they are.

A five-stand gang from 2010. Who are they and how many do you think they
shore on this particular fine Otago (12-hour) day?

This foursome won a trip to Australia via their shearing and woolhandling exploits
at Golden Shears in 1965. (From left) Dave Edwards, Mac Potae, Krete Kara and
Nat Cooper. They spent some time on tour sampling local beverages and testing
water temperatures at popular swimming venues. The smallest member of the
group was apparently ‘scared of no man and very few women!’

LONGFORD TAVERN
Hamilton Street

STAY
WEIRD

VACANCIES AVAILABLE
FOR QUALITY SHEARERS AND
WOOLHANDLERS
STARTING IN MAINSHEAR,
NOVEMBER 2018
ALL ENQUIRIES TO JOE OR WIKI

GORE
14th February 2019

Open & Senior competition
Cash Prizes
Entry Fee $40 – Limited Entries

Shearingmag

Ph (03) 208 7023

is on Facebook
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Field Days:
The Association has recently held three
well attended field days for members,
senior wool handlers, pressers and
anyone working in the wool harvesting
industry, two in the North Island at Te
Kuiti and Central Hawkes Bay, and
Invercargill in the South Island.
The one day events included
comprehensive information and hands
on activities, visiting wool handling
venues where participants were given
an overview of the store operations,
wool sampling with the wool grab and
core machines, and wool pressing.
Presentations were given by industry
speakers including The Drug Detection
Agency, and Worksafe NZ, and display
and discussion of contamination issues.
Course attendees completed valuable
practical exercises which involved
recognising and identifying different
crossbred fleece and oddment types, as
well as some basic classing and 1/2bd
grading.
Main shear preparation:
While the market for the coarser clip is
poor, it is tempting for growers to want
to put their clip ‘all in’.
This is not advised however as there
are opportunities opening all the time
for these wools so please maintain the
best possible level of preparation.
Throughout the New Zealand clip
VM levels and colour will definitely
be a preparation issue in the coming
months. In the South Is in particular you
will need to remove all cotts, and hard
colour as there is a significant price gap
opening up between wools measuring
Y-Z 2.5 and wools measuring Y-Z 3.5
and higher.

If your grower is contracted to supply
wool it is advisable to contact the broker
prior to shearing as there are different
levels of preparation required for
different options and $ returns.
For second shear and lambs wools:
remove all oddments, blending well
separately both A (body wool), and B
(bellies and pieces - hard colour needs
to be removed from these as well) lines.
Bale weights:
Please don’t exceed the recommended
limit of 180kgs.
Specifications:
Inaccurate paperwork is still the bane of
the wool stores. If you are responsible
for this in the shed then check and double
check that bale numbers, descriptions
and final specifications all match.
Be safe at work:
The wool growing industry has a high
accident and incident rate resulting in a
loss of 9300 working days according to
2017 ACC weekly compensation data.
Currently Worksafe NZ are working
together with growers and contractors,
identifying critical risk areas, addressing
common problems with the aim to raise
the level of providing good safe facilities
and to achieve better compliance in the
wool shed in an effort to reduce these
statistics.
Everyone involved in the wool
harvesting process, farmers, shearers,
wool handlers and classers have a
responsibility to make sure good health
and safety practices are followed.
This includes:
• Following PCBU health and safety
policies and procedure.

•

Reporting work hazards, risks
and incidents (to grower and /or
contractor, Worksafe).
• Complying with and any reasonable
instruction given by the PCBU to
comply with health & safety.
• Ensuring that their actions do not
adversely affect the health and
safety of others.
• Taking care of their own health
and safety.
• Using personal protective
equipment, such as safety glasses
and ear plugs.
Good communication and awareness
of your work place is essential to ensure
this occurs.
*PCBU refers to a person conducting
a business or undertaking. PCBU can
be an individual such as a farmer or
independent shearer, or an organisation
(e.g., a company).
If you haven’t already make sure you
check out the safety initiative developed
by the NZ Shearing Contractors’
Association, ‘Tahi Ngātahi’.
www.tahingatahi.co.nz

Like to come shearing in the
sunny Hawkes Bay?
We have jobs available from midMay to end of September and
mid-October through to March for
seasonal staff.
If you’d like to move here to live
we have permanent positions
available for the right people. All
you need is a good work ethic and
your gear.
Accommodation available.
Member NZ Shearing Contractors’ Assn
Sponsor, North Island Woolhandling Circuit

Participants at the recent NZWCA Waipawa Field Day.
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Phone Colin on 022 183 2200
or 06 879 5553
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Woolclasser Profile: Tina Elers

Tina Elers is a great example of the
progression that can be made from
wool-handler to classer, and classer
award winner. Tina (A2129), is based in
Mataura, where her parents have had a
shearing business for over 40 years. She
started working in the wool sheds for
them after she left school at age 15. Her
father Bill, used to take her for a ride to
the sheds in the weekends and school
holidays initially to do the smokos and
lunches. But by the third run he would
persuade her to do the belly and crutch
and before long he had the portable up
and she was doing the board at one end.

Some of the attendees at the recent NZWCA Field Day held at the PGG Wrightson
store in Invercargill: Back left: Mecaela Lynch, Shanae Daniels, Labin Perry,
Chanel DeMalmanche. Front left: Bruce Abbott (NZWCA EO/registrar), Chrissie
Hart, Ngarie Ruruhe, Hani Ropata, Ingrid Neera, Pania Mahaki.

Letters to the Editor

Her passion for wool led her to attain
her Q stencil. She then waited until her
children were old enough to not require
her full attention and then went about
doing her classing papers and eventually
becoming a New Zealand registered
classer in about 2012. Around that time,
she also attained her Australian stencil,
classing in Queensland and Victoria.
Earlier this year Tina won a Merino
Commendation for her classing of the
1/4bd clip ‘JN/Matakanui’.
Not content to just be working in
the industry, Tina competes in the
Shearing Sport open woolhandling
events, gives back to the industry by
judging at woolhandling competitions,
and is a committee member for the Gore
Southern Shears.

We don’t get a lot of letters to the Editor,
and when we do we try to publish them,
or at least comment on the issue being
raised. But Shearing magazine has one
thing in common with just about every
other publication in the world – letters
for publication must be supported by a
legitimate name and address.
Nom-de-plumes or ‘Anons’ will be
used in the published version only if
that level of confidentiality is desired
or requested.
And so, ‘YAWN’, thanks for your
recent letter regarding selection of the
New Zealand team for the next world
championships, but it should have
been directed to Shearing Sports New
Zealand, which is a distinctly separate
organisation to Shearing magazine.
(Des Williams, Editor)

******

‘A Longer President’

Our apologies to Jamie McConachie,
we sold him short in the August
2018 editition regarding his term as
President of the New Zealand Contractors’ Association. Jamie served
four years, not the two we had him
down for at page 35.

Thanks, South-West Shearing!
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SSNZ Calendar 2019

January 12 Duvauchelle A&P. 13
Tauranga A&P Tauranga Racecourse.
18 Northern Southland Community
Shears Lumsden. 19 Kaikohe A, P&H
Kaikohe; Golden Bay A&P Takaka;
Winton A&P. 20 Horowhenua A&P
Levin. 26 Taihape A&P; Tapawera
Sports. 27 Geyserland Shears
Ngongotaha. February 1 Dannevirke
A&P. 2 Rangitikei Shearing Sports
Marton; North Kaipara, Paparoa;
Reefton Shears, Inangahua A&P
Reefton. 6 Aria Sports. 8/9 Otago
championships Balclutha. 9 Northern
Wairoa A&P Arapohue; Te Puke A&P.
15/16 Southern Shears Gore. 16 North
Hokianga A&P Broadwood; Ohura
Sports; Murchison A&P. 17 Counties
Shears Pukekohe. 22 Taumarunui
Jamboree; 23 Apiti Sports; Kaikoura
A&P. 24 Pahiatua Shears Mangaone
Valley Road. 27 Wairarapa PreShears Woolhandling Riverside. 28
Golden Shears Masterton. March
1/2 Golden Shears; 2 Amuri A&P
Rotherham. 9 Kumeu A&P; Cheviot
A&P; Mayfield A&P.  16 Warkworth
A&P; Waimarino Shears Raetihi;
Methven A&P. 17 Kowai Sefton,
Sefton. 23 Waitomo Caves Shears.
24 Flaxbourne A&P Ward. 28/30
NZ Championships Te Kuiti; 30
Oxford A&P. April 19/20 Northern
Shears Easter Show Auckland; 22
MacKenzie A&P Fairlie.
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From chook to real cook
By Des Williams
After spending four days at Brisbane’s
Milton Courts in December 1958
watching Davis Cup tennis with a mate
from ‘out in the bush’, Brian Cuthbert
decided he needed a few changes in
his life.
‘I was thirty, doing clerical work in
Brisbane and when I mentioned to my
mate I was bloody sick of my job he
suggested I go back out west with him to
a place called Aramac, where his sheepfarming father owned a large property
named Lillydale.
‘Although we’d been at the tennis we
weren’t taking much note of the fact that
legends like Neal Fraser and Ashley
Cooper (Wimbledon finalists earlier that
year) were playing – we were just intent
on drinking beers and having a good
time. By the end of the four days and
with a few extra pub visits thrown in I
was probably pretty easy to persuade.’
‘He asked if I could shear a sheep
and I said “No”. ‘Can you cook?’ I told
him I’d been known to cook the Sunday
dinner at home and, next thing, I’m
1100 kilometres inland at this property
in the Barcaldine Region.
‘I got introduced to a fellow named
Dixon who was the Grazcos personnel
manager in that area. He asked me what
I did for a job and I said I was assistant
chef at a big hotel in Brisbane. I even
invited him to ring and ask them for a
reference but he said that wouldn’t be
necessary.
‘A couple of weeks later he rings me –
I’m back in Brisbane by this time – and
offers me a job as cook for a shearing

OT SHEARING
Y-N
Flinders Ranges
South Australia

WANTED
Quality shearers and shed staff
All camp out sheds
Excellent conditions
No drugs

Phone ++61427672370

Brian Cuthbert, the best kite hawk
cook in Australia.
gang of 57 men at Oakwood Station. I
had to quickly think of some excuse to
decline his offer but a week later he rang
again, this time with a job cooking for
a crutching gang of seven at Blackall.
‘What the hell,’ I thought to myself, ‘I
might as well give it a go.’
‘So I flew out to Blackall and the
overseer happened to be on the same
plane. We landed in 48 degrees of heat
and spent an hour in the pub before
heading out to the shed, where my lack
of experience was not long in coming
to the surface!
‘I’d asked my mother what sort of

things I would need in the way of
supplies and she gave me a list, but
the overseer said there was no need for
that because everything I’d need was
already out there waiting for me.
Then it was truth time:‘Can you cut
your own wood?’ ‘Yeah.’ ‘Can you kill
and prepare mutton for eating?’ ‘Yeah.’
The first answer was true but the second
one wasn’t and I had to own up on that
one pretty smartly, just to cut a long
story very short!
Next morning, I was up at 3.30am
which I thought would give me plenty
of time to have breakfast ready by 6.30.
‘Be clean,’ I said to myself and gave
everything a good wash to start with. I
soon discovered neither of the fridges
was working properly. Then I tried
lighting the fire – a bloody disaster.
Smoke and kerosene fumes everywhere
but it just wouldn’t go so I had to wake
the overseer for assistance.
‘He found galah nests in the chimney
and, when that was cleared, we got the
fire going. By now all hope of having
bacon and eggs ready for breakfast
was gone and the men had to settle for
sandwiches instead, which they helped
make!
‘Then I decided on making scones for
morning smoko. There was no baking
powder and instead of the nice batch
that should have been ready in the oven
there were these flat blobs of white mix
on the tray – completely inedible.
‘It would have to be toast, I decided. I
did manage to get a big urn of tea made
and was walking to the shed carrying
the urn in one arm and the tray of toast
in the other. (To p9)

Chrystal Shearing
Has positions available for
reliable, experienced shearers
and shedhand workers for
mainshear. Nov. to end of Jan.
Our 2nd shr run is March to
end of July. Ring now to secure
a position.
Phone Farrell on 06 839 7999
mob 027 308 8725
Or Max (organiser) on 027 688 4673
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‘There was a small fence to climb over – my foot got caught,
the urn went one way, the toast went the other and I went with
the toast. The men by this time were waiting outside the shed
and giving me a round of applause.
‘From the stories you hear about how some rough shearers’
cooks got treated, I might well have expected a thumping by
this time but I was pretty fit in those days, and because I was
wearing just singlet and swim shorts, I might have passed for
a welter-weight boxer. Perhaps that helped keep me intact!
‘As the days passed I managed to come to terms with the
job and even more surprisingly, when that shed was finished
I went to Grazcos to see where they were sending me next.
The boss, Arthur Martin said he hadn’t quite worked that out
yet, but I ended up at another small shed named Coolee, near
Blackall, this time with a 10-man gang.
‘By now I was able to cut up my own meat and bake cakes
using a recipe I’d got from the Blackall Hotel. I got on well
with the Grazcos boss and at the end of the season he helped
me get a job at the Blackall Hotel until the shearing season
started again.
‘By my third season I’d started to think of myself as a
real cook and I went to Bimerah Station, near Longreach, a
16-stand shed employing 37 men. I even had a an off-sider
to help with peeling spuds and other labour-intensive tasks.
The men decided they wanted their main meal at night so
that made it easier to organise with cooked meat, spuds and
a range of veges and salads. I ended up working at Bimerah
from 1962 to 1967.’
Brian Cuthbert recalls one boss he worked for who couldn’t
eat meat because of stomach ulcers, but found he was able

to eat turkey – a discovery made when a couple of shearers
brought in two turkeys. Brian cooked them up but the blokes
themselves were late for dinner that night and all the turkey
meat had gone by the time they got back – with the ulcers
man having his share.
Then someone brought in a kite hawk (scavenger) and
suggested Brian cook that up as well. The kite hawk was duly
presented at the boss’s table as ‘teal duck’ and went down
very well indeed, no questions asked. Until the boss found
out he’d been the subject of Brian’s ‘con’ and all hell broke
loose. ‘The bloke had no sense of humour whatsoever,’ Brian
concluded. But there’s nothing wrong with Brian Cuthbert’s
sense of humour, and even at a sprightly 90-years of age he
would probably still meet that welter-weight limit.

Te Puna

Speed Shear
12th JANUARY 2019
Starts at 5:30pm

How’s this for clever, then? Haratia Mullins has taken ‘those
old combs left lying about by partner Charles Wipaki’ and
turned them into a work of art, or sculpture. This piece
‘Koru’ took 90 combs (just in case you were about to start
counting!) Hariata is from Taihape and was able to use tools
and facilities at Taihape Engineering Ltd.

TOP SHOT BAR
MINDEN RD TE PUNA
Gold Coin Entry

COME AND WATCH SOME OF THE WORLDS
BEST SHEARERS

Tokomaru Bay Speed Shear
2nd January 2019

Prize Money
OPEN 1st $2000 SENIOR 1st $1000
Money raised on the night is going to the Drake Family of Omokoroa

https://givealittle.co.nz/cause/lets-help-lucy#

* Silent Auction Big Hill Hunting trip for 4 People *

* STIHL CHAINSAW RAFFLE * HOT FOOD *
Enquires Ph Worzel 0275772632
Shearing Gear

$1000 Open; $600 Senior; $500 Legends - 50+
EF $50 (open); $45 senior and legends
Fundraiser for Hatea-a-Rangi School
Paid entries prior to 19 December
receive free Hangi

All enquiries to Rozzi 021 124 0144
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Colin MacGregor heads back to farm
(From British Wool Marketing Board)
One of the best-known figures in the United Kingdom’s wool
industry, Colin MacGregor has retired from his position as
Head of Shearing at British Wool.
A former world-renowned Scottish shearing champion,
Colin has played a major role at British Wool. As he steps
down after 20 years, we look back at the career of a man who
has dedicated his working life to shaping British shearing
training standards, securing global recognition.
Colin sheared his first sheep with hand shears aged 10,
at his home in Lochearnhead. Starting out as a British
Wool shearing instructor before taking up his role as senior
instructor, Colin has instructed thousands of shearers across
the United Kingdom and Europe.
From the outset, Colin’s philosophy has always been about
laying the right foundation, so everyone learning to shear gets
taught correctly from the start. ‘This is the vital first rung on
the ladder of a great shearing career. After this, they can build
whatever they wish to achieve on top of this.
‘When setting up 20 years ago, we benefitted from
European funding, which enabled us to train and mentor
instructors. The legacy today is a United Kingdom-wide
framework of highly skilled shearing instructors, who train
and support young shearers at all levels.’
Colin says he feels this has been one of his greatest
achievements: ‘I am most proud of the quality of shearers and
the standard of shearing that we have here in the UK today.
This is, without a doubt, a result of the tremendous team of
instructors and mentors that we have put together.’
A former high achiever himself, Colin became Scottish
champion twice in the 1980s, and represented Scotland on
the international stage, including the 1986 and 1988 world
championships. He has personally instructed many shearing
stars, including former world champion, Gavin Mutch.
While shearing is at an all-time high, Colin acknowledges
there have been major industry changes. ‘There are fewer
sheep than twenty years ago, however the quality of our sheep
is exceptional, and I believe our farmers are producing some
of the very best in the world.
‘It disappoints me that wool in general is undervalued, so
the challenge of the future is to get more people to understand
and appreciate the versatility of this natural fibre, so it can
attract more markets and better returns.’
Colin sees a bright future for shearers. He adds: ‘You
can earn a good living from shearing, and at the moment
the opportunities for young shearers are great as there is a
shortage in Australia and New Zealand. So, my advice would
be to spread your wings and enjoy travelling!’
Commenting on Colin’s contribution to the shearing
industry in the United Kingdom, and indeed globally, Joe
Farren, Chief Executive Officer for British Wool, said: ‘Colin
has been instrumental in establishing a training programme
that underpins effective, high quality shearing and wool
production. Without such training in place, wool production
would be uncompetitive, and the wool we receive would
be of much poorer quality. Colin has influenced shearing
across the world, and our courses are globally recognised as
the benchmark for training wherever wool is sheared. The
quantity and quality of shearers in the UK is something British

Colin MacGregor, farmer!
Wool is very proud of. The positive progress made during
Colin’s 20 years is also demonstrated by the way competitive
shearing and wool handling has developed; with UK based
competitors achieving global success and recognition.’
As an agricultural co-operative, representing around 40,000
producers, British Wool is aware of the importance of ensuring
skills are maintained and improved across the generations for
the future success of wool. Training and knowledge transfer
is a priority, and there has been a resurgence in the number
of people keen to learn or improve their shearing, blade
shearing and wool handling skills. Thanks to Colin, courses
for shearers and handlers of all abilities are now available,
beginning with a ‘Blue Seal’ award and running up to the
highest ‘Gold Seal’ award.
So, one final question for Colin – what next? ‘I want to
spend time at home in Lochearnhead getting to know my
farm again.’ He ends, ‘Getting it into shape is something I
have not had time to do for the last 20 years!’

If you want to settle down with good conditions and
steady work, shearing or woolhandling, you could
find a place in the Paewai Mullins team.  We work
for some great people and we have some great people
working for us. There is always room for one more.

Phone: 06 374 4062 / Fax 06 374 4153
Aria: 022 374 4062
PO Box 129, Dannevirke 4942.
Email: office@shearingnz.co.nz
Website: shearingnz.co.nz
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Oh, ‘the agony and the ecstasy’ (As Irving Stone might have
said) when you are watching your Dad shear in the New
Zealand Merino Shears final! The O’Neill children giving
the mighty ‘Mouse’ full noise support. Alas, he had to settle
for sixth placing. Which isn’t bad, considering the shearing
talent company he had around him on the night.

Ted Dreckow at NZ Merino Shears. His
association goes back to almost the
beginning, as judge and wool steward.

Te Anau Shearing
Ltd
We have jobs available June
- August and Dec - April for
people who are reliable, have
good work ethics and positive
attitudes.
Meals, accommodation and
travel provided
Phone Andrew on
027 434 8108 or 03 249 7035

Forde Shearing Ltd
Southland
We have vacancies for professional
shearers, shedhands and pressers to
staff our Ashburton-based shearing run.
We offer excellent accommodation,
top pay rates and steady, year-round
work with busy main-shear and prelamb runs.

Phone: Office 03 302 7541;
Grant Smith 0272 413 010
Shearing 11

Staff required for
new season.
For all
enquiries please
phone Darin or Julie

0272 297 760 or
03 235 8853
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Kevin ‘Beaver’ Stevenson tribute

How many of you have a copy of this or some other Kevin
Stevenson painting hanging on your wall? Better known as
‘Beaver’, Kevin lost his life in a car accident near Invercargill
on 1 July 2018.
Kevin started painting at primary school age and gave it
further focus when he studied art while attending Southland
Boys High School, eventually obtaining a fine arts diploma.
But instead of pursuing a living as an artist, Kevin took to
shearing sheep, and travelled the world doing so.
But even still, throughout years on an international circuit
shearing sheep, everywhere he went he still painted, as he
told the Southland Times in a 2011 interview.
‘If I didn’t paint every so often, I think I’d go mad, and if
I paint for too long, I go mad anyway,’ he said.
Kevin owned Gallery 55 on Dee Street Invercargill for a
number of years and to that he added a shearing museum,

‘Beaver’ and Invercargill Mayor, Tim Shadbolt at the
opening of the Shearing South Museum in 2003.
‘Shearing South’ in 2003. Unfortunately Kevin had to close
both the Gallery and the museum within a few years of their
opening.
He also spent some time operating heavy machinery at the
Tiwai Aluminium Smelter, and later as a real estate agent.
But always he would answer the call of the shearing sheds
as time and opportunity permitted.
Kevin also wrote a novel about life in the shearing sheds, a
thinly-veiled autobiography entitled The Ozone, where some
of the names of his characters bore strong resemblance to
people we might have met ourselves somewhere along the
line. Gus Carmody, for instance, might well have evoked
discussion about a well known Woodlands publican!
Among Kevin’s other popular paintings were of the Mount
Linton shed (inside) and historic Blanket Bay.

MAHONY SHEARING
NAPIER
Benefits include:
• Support from experienced industry professionals
• Save time by entering tally sheet data only once
• Pay employees and produce payslips
• Invoice clients and track payments against accounts
• Produce PAYE, employee earnings reports and GST on receipts
reports
• Integrates with MYOB IMS Payroll and Accounting applications
To discuss how we can help, call Liz on:

TEL 06 835 9571 or
021 423 886 (Brendan)
Email: b.j.mahony@xtra.co.nz

Permanent positions for quality
shearers and shedhands

Mobile 021 749 963
Phone 07 838 1961
Email liz@payrollplusltd.co.nz

Member of the NZ Shearing
Contractors’ Association
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Certificate in Wool Technology
The Certificate in Wool Technology
programme delivered by Taratahi’s
Telford campus commenced on 15
February 2018 with 33 students
enrolled. The Certificate is a twoyear; four-course distant learning
programme whereby students receive
study modules along with assessment
booklets and answer a set of assignment
questions for each course.
On 18 February 2019 the first course
‘Wool Value Chain’ will commence.
This course covers Wool Production;
Sheep Breeds; Organisations within
the New Zealand Wool Industry (Wool
Brokers; Private Wool Merchants; Wool
Exporters; Wool Scourers and Test
Houses) along with the Wool Processing
Systems.
The second course, ‘Wool Classification’ covers assessment of Wool
Parameters (Fineness; Yield; Colour;
Length and Strength); Oddment
Identification; Grading and Classing.
This course commences in May with a
one-week South Island Practical Block
Course in Christchurch.

Topics covered at the Block Course
include Wool Terminology; Breed
Recognition; Fleece and Oddment
sample exercises along with Grading
and Classing exercises and a field
trip to NZ Yarns, along with guest
speakers from sectors of the industry.
An assessment of knowledge/skills
learned during the week is tested on the
last day of the Practical Course.
The North Island Practical Block
Course is held in Napier in late August;
the course is a mirror-image of the
South Island Practical Course to cater
for North Island Students.
The Practical course is invaluable for
interaction between students and tutor
alike; positive student feedback has
always been well received.
On 18 February 2019 the third
course ‘Working in the Wool Industry’
will commence for those students that
completed year one in 2018. This course
will cover Classing Systems both in
New Zealand and Australia; Quality
Systems (Wool Testing and Wool
Typing Systems); Staff Supervision;

Professional Ethical Standards; Health
and Safety Systems; Working with
people of other cultures; Kaitiakitanga
(Land and Water).
Completing the programme is the
‘Computing and Communication’
course which gives students the
necessary skills to assist them now and
in the future. On successful completion
of the programme interested students
can apply to the New Zealand Wool
Classers Association for registration of
a ‘P’ Provisional Stencil leading onto
their Professional Stencil.
Other employment opportunities
for successful students are in: Wool
Brokering; Wool Scouring; Private
Wool Merchants; Wool Exporting and
committed Wool Growers to name the
major ones.
To discuss your training requirements,
please contact: Laurie Boniface, Senior
Tutor in Wool Technology.
Email: laurie.boniface@telford.ac.nz
Mob: +64 27 433 8925;
Freephone: 0800 200 009
or visit: www.telford.ac.nz

real
futures
in AG
Be the future of the wool industry and
study the Certificate in Wool Technology
(Level 4) with Telford.
Right now we’re looking for students who want to be a
part of the wool industry! By studying an NZQA-approved
qualification, you will gain practical learning to increase
your future career opportunities.
Programme details include . . .
• Part-time programme
delivered over 2 years
• Offered across New Zealand,
via distance learning
• Starts February 2019

Telford

Enquire now for 2019

TARATAHI INSTITUTE OF AGRICULTURE

TELFORD.AC.NZ / 0800 TELFORD / enquiry@telford.ac.nz
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Fair pay for all shearers and shedhands
The current shearing industry in New
Zealand: It’s great to see employers
have led the way for a pay increase in
the shearing industry. The New Zealand
Shearing Contractors’ Association
(NZSCA) represents contractors who
employ sheep shearers as employees. In
May 2018 they collectively voted for an
increase in shearing industry rates.
Disappointingly, because there is
no base award, it was only a recommendation. Anecdotal evidence is that
while some contractors acted quickly
during pre-lamb to increase their
worker’s rates to the NZ$2.00/100 shorn
piece rate mark and up towards $30/
hour for experienced wool handlers,
many have not.
Unlike Australia that has a legal federal
award rate and a Fair Pay Commission,
the NZSCA recommendation is not
a legal industry award so it can be
undermined by ‘anything goes’
employers. Some employers are not
willing to pay anything more than the
minimum wage for hourly workers,
which is currently $16.50 an hour (plus
rest breaks and holiday pay), despite
workers’ skills and experience.
Many others are refusing to correctly
pay their permanent workers for
accumulated holiday pay (when an
average daily payment is made even
if work is not being done on the actual
day off).
All of the variations cause an overall
industry pay disparity between shearers
working in the same shed doing the
same job, and others where some
workers are charged some costs and
others are not.
It is obvious that the job has changed;
in the past, accommodation was typically
factored into pay rates as shearers lived
in ‘stay out’ accommodation or in
the contractor’s or farmer’s shearing
quarters and were often located on the
farms they worked on but this largely
is no longer the case.
There are no longer ‘living away’
allowances or travel allowances for
most workers in the industry, and for
many, 2018 was the first year shearers
have received their legal entitlement
to holiday, sick and bereavement pay.
More worryingly, some contractors
are charging their workers openly for
business costs.
Reported conduct like making

workers’ pay for transport to and from
work in the employers’ van is simply
transferring the employer’s business
cost to the workers, who are not able to
recover costs on travel like an employer
can, for example, on GST.
A bit of history as to how we got here:
Next year, in 2019 it will be twentyfive (25) years since the New Zealand
shearing industry had a base shearing
rate, or legal award. It’s now a market
environment where farmers no longer
have any say on the rates paid to workers,
and where all workers have been deemed
by law as individual employees.
This is largely due to legislation
changes in the 1990s with 1991 passing
of the Employment Contracts Act. For
shearers around the country this meant
that the Shearing Industry Award and
Collective Employment Agreement
between the New Zealand Workers’
Union and Federated Farmers expired
as a consequence of those law changes.
The problem with justifying
the discrepancies and differences
in shearing rates wages in a single
woolshed is that there is no transparency
for the farmer either. The so-called
market environment is that unlike in
Australia, with a similar market driven
economy but a Fair Pay Commission,
most farmers in New Zealand don’t
know what shearers are paid anymore
and some contractors are exploiting
both farmers and workers lack of
knowledge of what might be seen by
the NZSCA as ‘market rates’.
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Where to now? By Christmas this year,
the Fair Pay Agreements’ workgroup
led by retired King Country farmer and
former Prime Minister, Jim Bolger will
report back on its review. There is a
strong possibility they will recommend
current legalisation to be amended
that sees the creation of a Fair Pay
Commission, just like in Australia. It
is also predictable that only collective
action and union membership will see
an industry succeed at the Fair Pay
Commission.
When it is established, it will require
a Fair Pay Commission and a collective
work base to have the ability to legalise
Pay Awards. Once established, Fair
Pay claims would be made to the
Commission to set absolute minimum
terms and conditions for industries that
have a collective base.
A large number of New Zealand
shearing industry workers on social
media express dissatisfaction in
recent years over the way wages have
stagnated next to the Australian rates.
I agree with the NZSCA that a pay
increase was necessary this year to even
up the playing field and encourage kiwi
workers to remain in New Zealand over
the pre-lamb period when most would
otherwise go to Australia.
And many contractors are behind
anti-competition behaviour when
‘anything goes’ contractors fail to pay
their workers their legal entitlements
and in doing so undermine those in the
market who pay their worker’s fairly
and compete in their local markets with
integrity.
The timing is right to have a Fair
Pay campaign that recognises that our
industry workers, shearers and shed
hands (wool handlers and pressers)
should be covered under one of these
Awards. This would bring New Zealand
into alignment with Australia, and
amend the many issues faced by
shearers throughout New Zealand as
mentioned above.
This presents an opportunity for
leadership by current workers to
change the future for NZ shearing
industry workers. My 40 years working
with the industry and 16 years as an
employment lawyer views this as a
unique opportunity to action change for
all the parties in the industry, farmers’
contractors’ and workers’. (To p15)
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(From page 14)
In September this year a national
union with other agricultural and
horticultural members (forestry and
kiwi fruit pickers to name a few)
established a connection with the
industry from which to seek members
and create a collective agreement so as
to apply to the Fair Pay Commission in
due course.
Workers within the industry can now
make contact and build a campaign
for an award rate in NZ such as the
Australian industry enjoy and supports.
It’s about moving from a place of
market exploitation of hard-working
New Zealanders to a fairer New Zealand
society that includes a fairer wage
structure that is both transparent and
accountable. (See advert page 33.)
(Jills Angus Burney, Barrister and
FIRST Union Organiser.)
Jills featured on the cover of The
New Zealand Shearer (now Shearing
magazine) in October 1989. Been
around long enough to learn a thing
or two. And She Shears! In the movie!)
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Life imitating art? I nearly wanted to ‘scream’ with delight when I saw this merino
fleece suspended above the table at Alexandra’s New Zealand Merino Shears! (If
you don’t know what this is about, Google ‘Edvard Munch’.)

ACE SHEARING GEAR

FOR QUALITY YOU CAN TRUST

Help us keep New Zealand
Post in business – become a
subscriber! See page 3 for
details or just email your
address to
shearingmag@xtra.co.nz
It’s that easy!

All year round work available for
experienced and reliable shearers
and shedhands who can ensure we
provide a quality service
to our clients.

Order your cutters & flat combs early to
avoid disappointment!
Full thickness or Pre-ground.
PHONE / TEXT 0275914361
EMAIL: info@acequip.co.nz

WEBSITE: www.aceshearing.co.nz
ALSO AVAILABLE AT YOUR LOCAL FARM SHOPS

We offer good quality
accommodation, meals and vehicles
to travel to work.
ACC tertiary accreditation & member
NZ Shearing Contractors’ Association.
Enquiries to Pip on

03 693 8087 or 027 432 6932
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Hamilton man Godfrey (Gus) Row (above) has a shepherd’s
crook that once belonged to Godfrey Bowen. Gus is related to
the Bowen family and is named after the man once known as ‘Mr
Shearing’. The shepherd’s crook has been handed down to Gus
for safe-keeping and, apart from the engraving with Godfrey’s
name on it (see inset photo), not too much is known for certain
about its origins.
There is some hint that it originated in Wales and that maybe
Godfrey brought it home with him after shearing his ‘world
record’ of 559 Welsh mountain sheep at the property of Captain
GL Bennett-Evans OBE., M.Sc. at Manod, Llangurig, on 15 July
in 1960. (See photo below, the Captain with crook in hand while
congratulating Godfrey on his tally.) The sheep were reported
to average 70 pounds body weight with three pounds of wool.
Gus Row concedes it may never be known precisely how the
crook came to be in Godfrey’s possession. Either way, it is a rare
item of wool industry memorabilia.

A variation on the theme of wearing your heart on your
sleeve. Welsh woolhandler Manon Gwynne Johnston from
Caio, south-west Wales with her ‘dragon socks’ at the Otago
Shears, Balclutha, earlier this year, where she competed in
the junior competition. Manon was on her third visit to New
Zealand, having become interested in woolhandling when
she joined a young farmers group. She now works mainly in
Wales and Norway and spent some time with McConachie
Shearing at Winton on this trip.

Ray Te Whata Owner 027 948 4512
Vanessa Te Whata Manager 027 435 1595 | 03 248 6122
Mossburn, Southland

0917r2149-12-b

We also have a 10-stand portable
crutching trailer available
What do we have here, then? Another item of wool
industry memorabilia. So who owns the blazer?
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Colin Hyde tribute

Above: Tyrell Hore taking off the bits
that Nathan Stratford missed (just
kidding, Stratty) and (below) Esmé
Hore tidying up at Stonehenge.
Colin Hyde, big man with a big heart
wonderful provider for his family and
a loving father.
He was a great boss and looked after
his workers, treating them like whanau.
During his contracting days the family
and the gang were all close, and still are
to this day. Just about everybody from
the Coast worked for him at one time
or another.
In recent years Colin was a wellknown sheep trader. He loved driving
his truck to Stortford Lodge in Hastings
to see what bargains he could strike.
After wheeling and dealing at the sheep
sale he would take his purchases home
to shear himself and fatten on his home
block.
Even so, Colin never gave up the
handpiece. His son Tuhi fell into his
father’s footsteps as a contractor,
and continued the tradition of Hyde
Shearing, and Colin always kept his
hand in, jumping on a stand here and
there as needed to help out with the run.
Colin always shore at the Wairoa
Show, and in 2017 he won, not only the
veterans’ class, but also the trophy for
the oldest shearer in the show, which he
also won again this year, along with the
prize for the cleanest sheep. And at the
Gisborne Show, Colin would proudly
hand out the ribbons for the novice
woolhandling, which is sponsored by
Hyde Shearing.
The big man has left a big gap in
people’s lives. He will be sadly missed
by all who knew him.
*****
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By Jenny Manttan
Colin Hyde passed away earlier this
year as the result of a quad bike
accident. He was 68 years-of-age.
Probably most famous in the wool
industry as a shearing contractor, Colin
was affectionally nicknamed ‘Hydi-Hi’
or ‘Hydi-Ho’; sometimes ‘Raw Hyde’
or Legend, and even sometimes, when
it was appropriate, ‘Hyde Away’! He
was a big man with a big heart, and he
was always laughing.
As a young boy growing up in
Waipaoa, on the outskirts of Gisborne,
Colin had a rural background. Leaving
school to work with local farmers
from the age of 13, he then worked as
a shepherd for a couple of years and
went on to cattle droving where he
was known as the youngest drover of
his day.
Alone, over a period of months,
he took a herd of 1500 cattle from
the Matawhero saleyard in Gisborne
through the Waioeka Gorge to Opotiki.
No mean feat for a 17-18 year old.
But the solitary life was not for
Colin, and the social aspect of the wool
industry drew him away from droving
and into the shearing sheds. At the age
of 19 he was taught to shear by one
of the Masters, Stewart Symon, also
from Waipaoa. (Stewart was Golden
Shears open champion in 1964 and
to this day remains the only shearer
from the Gisborne-East Coast region
to win the Golden Shears Open.)
Consequently, under Stewart’s tutelage,
Colin developed a beautiful style, with
a slow hand and a full comb.
He also had the gift of the gab, and
as a matter of course began contracting,
drumming up much of his business
in the iconic Bridge Hotel and the
Ormond Pub! From the mid-70s to the
late ‘90s, Hyde’s gangs epitomised the
quintessential shearing philosophy of
‘work hard, play hard’, the old-school
work ethic.
Coin had a four-stand and huge sixstand campout run. At main-shear, sheds
were shorn mob for mob, ewes and
lambs, so tallies were good, and Colin
was renown to never skimp on shed
hands – he would have one-on-one, and
one extra for the table or the stack.
Colin’s children all grew up in the
shearing sheds, but to his credit, despite
the hectic lifestyle, he was always a

We have experienced staff available for
shearing crossbreeds & Merinos.
We pride ourselves in going the extra mile!
Operating 2 Hecton Tandem
Crutching Trailers.
Servicing South Canterbury through to Otago.
Inviting new and existing customers to give us a call.
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Not just the missus!
By Gabriela Schmidt-Morrell
Earlier this year Dion and I were lucky enough to purchase
another add-on shearing run and were even luckier in that
the ex-owners stayed and worked for us, making it real easy.
As it is with most runs, the leadership of that run had been
a husband and wife team.
Not that I ever knew the wife’s name until we started the
sales negotiations. I always knew his name though.
I soon realised that she is an amazing person, a ‘can do it
all’ sort of chick, so she did pressing, woolhandling, cooking
and generally helping us out.
One random day after she knocked out a few yummy tucker
boxes in record time, she turns up at the house and says: ‘You
know how they say, the least appreciated person in a shearing
run is the cook? Well, it isn’t, it’s the contractor’s missus’,
and pulls out a box of chocolates.
Not that I got to eat any of them, my kids are pretty greedy
like that and quite argumentative over what type and how
many they should have considering they are the oldest, the
one that still has to grow, and so on.
Needless to say, this recognition (much appreciated) was
unexpected for me and a first (apart from my husband’s, but
then again, he kind of has to).
It got me thinking, and while discussing an overseas work
visa issue with another ‘contractor’s missus’, we thought, us
female contractors should meet, chat, support and recognise
each other.
We quickly found that we deal with similar jobs, problems
and challenges. For instance, do we all spend quite some
time calming our husbands in that one of too many stressful
situations, probably while cooking dinner and trying to have
some kind of a normal family life.

All year round steady work available stretching
between Otago, Southland and Northland.
Opportunities to up skill, Elite Shearer Training
Courses on our run as well as wool handling
courses.
Top pay rates, good accommodation in town,
quality food
Cooks positions available. Permanent staff/ locals
wanted to service our run
M: 027 630 9081
Msg us on Facebook : www.dmshearing.co.nz

I guess, we women should recognise ourselves and each
other as actual contractors, not just ‘the missus of’.
I am pretty sure, most male contractors are very much aware
of their wife’s/partner’s equal worth in the business, but they
shouldn’t be the only ones.
Since we have been contracting and therefore looking at
how other business run similar operations, I have become
aware of numerous incredible women, driving the business as
much as their partner, complementing each other’s strengths
to make a solid foundation on which the business can thrive.
They generally are impressive women, incredibly talented
and very professional as business owners and industry leaders.
The jobs between a husband and wife team are often
naturally distributed with the woman taking on more roles
in the back ground, maybe because small children are in the
mix. And for some unknown reason, guys tend to get more
natural respect from staff and clients, ending up being the
front person.
I don’t think in all the years of contracting has anyone ever
said: I work for Gabriela. That even sounds weird. Why? They
only ever work for Dion.
I know myself that in my own short wool handling career, I
never once thought about the ‘contractor’s missus’, not once.
Only in recent years have I started to mention both names
when talking about other contracting businesses.
I also have become aware of some male contractors who
always refer to their business as ‘We’ or ‘My wife and I’. A
fantastic and conscious effort of equalisation.
While nationwide and politically we talk about equal pay
for the female work force, we should also talk about equal
recognition in the work place.
Just recently I got a phone call from a newspaper advertising agent, those really annoying calls, they kind of bully you
into a miniature advert for an exorbitant amount of money
for absolutely anything remotely to do with sheep, wool or
shearing.
She asked, would I (luckily for her she did not say, ‘Would
Dion …’) like to place an advert into such and such a paper
supporting such and such a farmer.
I said, I don’t think this is one of our clients, are you sure
you are ringing the right contractor.
She was sure. So I asked for the name of the station, and
yes, this was one of our clients. Still in the dark, I wondered
if that was the name of the manager maybe? (To p19)

						E W E N I Q U E

							 S H E A R I N G
							PARTNERSHIP
We service a large Wairarapa client base and offer
both permanent and seasonal positions for professionally motivated shearers and woolhandlers. Full
accommodation available.
Phone Rick MacLeod 06 377 1942
Members NZ Shearing Contractors’ Association
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But no, I was informed, it is the
farmer’s wife, who apparently was very
much the farmer and pushed forward for
the farm feature article by her husband.
Embarrassing for me: How come I
only had her husband’s name on my
client list? Highly likely she is the one
opening the mail...
Ok, I like you, newspaper woman.
Give me the biggest advert, cost an arm
and a leg, never mind, I am in. That
woman I will gladly support. Ring me
any time.
I have just one more example of
changes happening on the equalisation
front before I finish. A couple of years
ago, a certain male was to receive an
award for outstanding contribution to
our industry. This was decided by a
committee, my husband happened to
be part of.
At home we discussed this one night,
and we felt that his wife should really
get the same award. Her contribution
was the same. Plus if she holds the fort
at home doing his work as well as hers
while he is away making outstanding
contributions to the industry, is it not
her at the end of the day that made
everything possible for him in the first
place?

Morrell staff taking time out behind the ‘clock on the rock’ at Alexandra, September
2108. From left, Hohepa Te Rata Taituha and daughter; Liv Gardner, Kelly
McDonald, Foonie Waihape, Pagan Karauria, Rangipa Chase and son, Atawhai
Blackman, Chey Cribb.
She did get it, and I thought it was
So, Dion put that forward at the
next meeting and after some deep extra cool. So to all females, let’s start
discussions and some concern of what by recognising, supporting and talking
the future might hold if every woman positively about each other, our work
would now get these awards up for and our way of doing things, and see
where it takes us and our daughters.
grabs as well....

Last merino shearing for prelamb 2018 for this Pullin gang. Photo taken in the Lower Glenthorne shed (formerly Ryton
Station), on the north side of Lake Coleridge, Canterbury where Grant Smith did his merino wethers nine-hour record of
418 on 4 November 1999. Back row standing – Peter Hey, Jason Price, Willie Aldridge, Jo Reuben, Tim Hogg. Middle
row: (blue hoodie) – Ahesia Lee Cameron, Sunnii-Lee Te Whare-Tahau, Nick Connolly. Front row – Shana Ross, Ruth Te
Ahuru Karetai, Kevin Peek, Stephanie Smith, Adele Lemercier, Pare Ruahine Lee.
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New Zealand Merino Shears
A Fine (wool) start to the season

It was a big night for the South at the opening shearing
sports competition of the season, with two dream wins at the
New Zealand Merino Championhips in Alexandra on 28-29
September 2018.
Home-town heroine Pagan Karauria won the Open
woolhandling title for a third time in four years, capping
a weekend when she was presented with her Master
Woolhandler award. Then Invercargill shearer Nathan
Stratford capped a great Saturday night by winning the Open
shearing final, for a fourth time.
Karauria had won the Merino woolhandling merino final
previously in 2015 and 2016 and was runner-up last year to
world champion, Joel Henare.
Stratford has shorn the shearing final 15 times, winning
previously in 2008, 2009 and 2016. In Saturday’s final
he finished almost two sheep behind defending champion
Damien Boyle, of West Australia, but produced the better
quality points.
Stratford also helped a NZ Merino Shears team to a win
over Boyle’s Royal Perth Show team in a transtasman merino
match.
Another feature of the championships on Friday and
Saturday was the inaugural presentation of the Murray
McSkimming Memorial trophy for outstanding contribution
to merino shearing. It was awarded to Karauria’s father,
champion shearer and now Merino Championships president
Dion Morrell. (Doug Laing)

Results from New Zealand Merino Shears
Alexandra, 28-29 September 2018:

Shearing
New Zealand Open: Nathan Stratford (Invercargill) 103.1167
1; Damien Boyle (Australia) 103.1485 2; Grant Smith (Rakaia)
110.564 3; Stacey Te Huia (Forbes NSW/Te Kuiti) 111.463 4;
Brett Roberts (Mataura) 120.211 5; Colin O’Neill (Alexandra)
120.216 6.
New Zealand Senior: Mitchell Murray (Amberley) 79.447 1; Scott
Cameron (Alexandra) 90.961 2; Duncan Leslie (Owaka) 92.1575
3; Alex Smith (Rakaia) 96.9215 4 Duncan Higgins (Havelock)
107.2125 5; Lionel Taumata (Taumarunui) 114.5345 6.
Woolhandling:
New Zealand Open: Pagan Karauria (Alexandra) 152.832 1; Joel
Henare (Motueka) 184.694 2; Chelsea Collier (Gore) 186.662 3;
Kelly Macdonald (Lake Hawea) 217.75 4.
New Zealand Senior: Linda Duncan (Alexandra) 179.7 1; Chenelle
Waihape (Mataura) 260.5 2; Aiesha Thompson (Napier) 271.332
3; Rangitai Wainohu 280.708 4.
New Zealand Junior: Amberlee Kahukura (Omakau) 138.794 1;
Sunni Te Whare Ohai) 173.788 2; Cheyenne Howden (Feilding)
230.97 3; Sarah Davis (Napier) 294.026 4.

Between Stratty’s four and Damien Boyle’s seven, there hasn’t
been much joy for others at the New Zealand Merino Shears
over the past decade or more. Nathan Stratford (above) this
time had a whole 0.0318 of a point to spare over Boyle (above,
opposite) when all the time and board points and outside
penalties had been added up.
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Right descending: Erana Tuhura takes a peep under the
covers during the junior woolhandling heats. Corran Kidd
down the last side of a nice one during the qualifying heats.
(Twenty-four years since you last appeared in Shearing
mag, Corran, with all those ‘old’ Esperance finalists!) John
Nelson trying to find fault with Troy Pyper’s handiwork. (He
did, he did!)

GRANT MURDOCH SHEARING
Kurow (Member NZSCA)
Positions available for reliable, experienced finewool shearers
and shedhands for pre-lamb. Mid-July to end of October.

Action from New Zealand Merino Shears at Alexandra in
September. Above left descending: Kelly Raukawa McDonald
says ‘land, baby, land.’ (It landed!) Rangitai Wainohu
(woolhandler) and Rangitane Paewai (shearer). Mitchell
Murray on his way to winning the senior shearing title.

Great working environment, accommodation available, top
pay rates, meals and transport provided.

For all enquiries call Grant on 0274 307 678
or office 03 4360436
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Norwegian Championships

Steve Roma (left) and Keegan Tiananga, Fagan gang
pressers at a Benneydale shed, November 2018.

Anne-Lise Haugdahl Humstad won the Norwegian
national open shearing championship in beating Lars
Sønstevolhaugen(2) and Sindre Myhrsveen(3). Last year’s
winner Åsmund Kringeland was fourth.
Anne-Lise was behind on time after her 12 sheep were
shorn but she had best quality on the board and in the back
pens, Sven Reiersen reports. ‘This is the first time a female
has won an open competition in Norway. She was also second
in the national woolhandling final after Jonathan Gerhard
Håkull and will be representing Norway in both shearing and
woolhandling at the 2019 world championships in France,
with with Jonathan Gerhard Håkull, woolhandling, and
Åsmund Kringeland, shearing.’
The championships were held on 6 October 2018 at Kvam,
300 kilometres north of Oslo. Fifty-seven shearers attended,
the event, along with eight woolhandlers, with eleven
different countries represented. ‘This reflects the variety of
workers in Norway’s shearing industry at main shear, which
lasts from August to November,’ Sven Reiersen said.
Other winners were Raimonda Valantinas (Lithuania and
Norway) junior shearing; Phil Price (Wales) intermediate
shearing; Llyr Jones (Wales) senior shearing; Alun Lloyd
Jones (Wales) open international shearing, and Jonathan
Gerhard Håkull, open international woolhandling.
(More page 23.)

SHEAR FOR LIFE

Charity Shearing Event Supporting the
Ashburton Cancer Support Group,
Breast and Prostate Cancer

Saturday 23 February 2019, 8.00am - 4.00pm

Dick Ewing's Woolshed @ 'Hindsridge' Farm, 1098 Hendersons Road, Ashburton. 3,000 Sheep to be shorn by
shearers over the age of 50 years in an eight-hour period
of non-stop shearing. Come along and join us in support
of this event. Entry - Gold Coin Donation

The Bride and Brooms? From left: Sara Casey (New
Zealand), Kelly Mudge (Devon), Hilary Bond-Harding
(Devon), Gwenan Paewai (Devon), Anita Jones (Wales).
(Shouldn’t Mr Thomas Harding be in there somewhere?)

Donations for ‘Shear for Life’ to
Bank Account 06 0837 00355276 000
Enquiries to:Rocky Bull, 027 430 1100
Lynn Smith, 027 241 3037

MICHELLE
SHEARING LTD

Work available in the
Gisborne region for
quality shearers and
shedhands

Milton, Otago

•
•
•
•

Reliable and motivated Mainshear staff required
Lakefront accommodation available
Work with professional and approachable teams
Zero drug policy

Contact: Kelvin on 03 417 8312 or 027 435 0387
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All enquiries welcome

Phone Beau on
027 842 4172
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Norwegian open finalists: Anne-Lise Haugdahl Humstad (1);
Lars Sønstevolhaugen (2) and Sindre Myhrsveen(3).

Twin sisters Ruth Jane and Inga Lill Rossevatn shearing
while watched by Thor Henning Vatland.

Norwegian Klyppekurs: It’s the season
for shearing schools in Norway. Sven
Reiersen reports there were 10 weekend
sessions planned for October and
November, catering for 120 participants.
‘Some are beginners and about a third
of them are more advanced shearers.
Interest for shearing and woolhandling
is on a rise and that is good news for
sheepfarmers and the wool industry.’
The group above includes shearers and
shedworkers at back, with instructors in front including Anne-Lise Haugdahl Humstad, Jens Olav Leira and Onar Lima.
The group opposite includes shearers Olli Ljosdal, Olav Gudmestad and Nils Ørjan Hamre with instructors Jens Olav
Leira and Onar Lima sitting right front. (Twice in the same magazine, Jens!)
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John Singleton tribute
By Tom Harding
John Singleton died on 6 May 2018 at Piopio and is now at
rest in the local cemetery. He was 68 years-of-age. Although
the United Kingdom had been home to him and wife Meg
until just eight months before his death, John’s mother’s
aunt, many years ago, had lived on the farm where the Piopio
cemetery is now located.
Of the couple’s four boys, three live permanently in New
Zealand; Tim in Piopio, Reuben in Hamilton and Glen in
Ashburton. Owen lives in Austria.
Although John and Meg had long planned to spend their
retirement in New Zealand, close to the largest number of
their children and thirteen grandchildren, the news that John
had MDS (a type of blood cancer) in spring 2017 rather set
a clock ticking.
The logistics of selling the 700-acre family farm (The Vale
near Brecon in Wales) including two incorporated businesses
– a large pheasant shoot and The Vale holiday cottages – as
well as going through the daunting application process for
New Zealand residency; saying goodbye to family and
friends; loading shipping containers full of family heirloom
furniture; not to mention just the thought of a twenty-four
hour flight and starting all over in a new country when you
are in poor health, would have been enough for the strongest
willed of men to just give up on the idea. Simply impossible.
Not John Singleton. All his life John always had to have
something to strive towards, and once he learned of his cancer
he made it his last mission to get Meg safely settled in New
Zealand with the family – a mission he succeeded in.
John grew up in Hampshire in the south of England, and
his early working life revolved around dairy farming and
gamekeeping. The young Singleton family bought a dairy
farm in Wales (where incidentally John bought his first
four sheep), then moved back to Hampshire, before finally
returning to Wales at The Vale in 1991.
While John’s love of gamekeeping and shooting persisted
and grew over the years, he became disillusioned with milking
cows when government milk quotas were introduced. He was
in his mid-thirties and he soon caught a new ‘bug’ – shearing
sheep! He set up a run with nephew, Gordon in Hampshire,
and later the move to The Vale put him in one of the heartlands
of Welsh sheep country. He shore his first 400 at the age of 50
and later travelled to New Zealand to do a season in Geraldine.
‘Throughout our shearing years Dad taught me a lot of life
lessons,’ son Tim said in his tribute ‘He taught me by example
how to work (even when tired), we spent a lot of time together
and he walked alongside me from being a boy to a man.’
John had recounted once how a temporary problem with
one of his eyes in later middle-age had caused something
to ‘click’ with his shearing – no longer able to watch the
handpiece, he had to just look for the start of each new blow,
which improved his speed and technique considerably.
He wished he’d discovered shearing at a much younger age,
but being John, was philosophical enough to recognise that
doing so might have precluded other achievements in his life.
Competing in shearing shows gave way to judging over the
years, and John was promoted to being a senior judge. His
fairness, honesty and integrity as both a judge and a man were
second to none. With Meg, he ran the shearing competition at

John Singleton
Brecon Show for years. Each class would consistently have
higher numbers of lambs for each competitor to shear, and
the commentators (knowing John to be a ‘worker’) would
quip that ‘John Singleton just wants to make these young
boys work hard and get stuck in!’
The respect John earned from people of all walks of life
is summed up perfectly by a message the family had from
Brecon Show: ‘John is held in high esteem throughout this
part of the world and was an enormous asset to Brecon County
Show over the years especially within the shearing section.
When John had something to say everyone listened. Not
many can hold that acclaim.’
John’s strong Christian faith meant death held little fear for
him.  In final chats on the phone he spoke to me about the
Parable of the Talents told by Jesus and the famous passage
about love in 1 Corinthians 13. John’s love for his family,
friends and life couldn’t have been stronger, and he most
certainly made best possible use of the many talents the Lord
blessed him with.

DAVIS SHEARING
CONTRACTING

Covering Otago, Southland and further afield
from our bases at Gore, Milton and Balclutha
Shearers and shedhands - we provide excellent accommodation and living conditions, clean
sheep, great sheds, steady work.
We focus on providing top quality shearing and
wool preparation service for our many clients in
a competitive but relaxed working atmosphere
Farmers - we have the crew to meet your needs when you want it, how you want it.
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Ring Jason - tel 03 418 0824.
E-mail shara.jason@xtra.co.nz
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Wool on the move:

Banjo Paterson once wrote, ‘The
musterers are fetching them a hundred
thousand strong’. Well, not quite
here, but there are 75,172 mixed age
Riverina-bred merino wethers in this
mob mustered for shearing on January
22, 1988.
The sheep were owned by the
Mountjoy family from Geelong Victoria
and were running on Puckapunyal Army
Base near Seymour in Central Victoria
on which the family held the grazing
lease. Contractor for the shearing,
Jim Walker, Avenel, Victoria, former
Australian shearing team captain in
1974-75 and 1978-79, recalls there
were up to 21 shearers in his team

waiting for the red eyes to arrive despite
the mid-summer heat of up to 38°C and
the blinding dust on windy days.
Jim Walker thinks there may also
have been some sheep in the mob from
Portland Downs and Isis Downs near
Isisford in Central Queensland. The
biggest shearing he did at ‘Pucka’ was
87,087 shorn in 1988.
The ‘Pucka’ base was established
during WW1. During the Second World
War the Second Australian Imperial
Force trained there as well as the US
Army 41st Infantry Division. It was also
home to the 1st Armoured Regiment
from 1949 until 1995. During the 1950s
up to 4000 national servicemen at any
given time were training there.

Neil Fagan gang at Benneydale, November 2018. From left: Michael Hegglin,
James Ruki, Karen Jobe, Keegan Tiananga, Kelly Perawiti, Sam Murphy, Jade
Kingi, Steve Roma and Delwyn Jones.
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In the 1980s the Army undertook a
major 60,000 acre land rehabilitation
programme as decades of heavy use
had led to serious degradation. By 1988
when the photo was taken, further land
acquisition had increased the area to
just under 100,000 acres, 43,000 of
which is still bush country. There are
no sheep there now, and the old shed
was bulldozed and burnt. There are
thousands of kangaroos which of course
don’t need to be shorn, and would be
hard to muster and hold for a similar
photo. (Bernie Walker)

Those Commentators

The She Shears movie review at page
32 of this edition makes note of the
Waikato Times reviewer’s observation
that the film director might well next
aim his attention to the commentators
at competitions because of their
ability to come up with humour that
nobody could possibly script.
A very astute observation. We recall
Steve Whyte at Geyserland Shears
some years ago: ‘Just look at the
concentration on the faces of those
shearers! If they had concentrated
that hard when going to school they
would not be shearers today, they
would be rocket scientists!’
And Norm Harraway at Gorey,
2014: ‘That’s Christophe Riffaud
finishing his pen, ladies and gentlemen. Christophe, you may not know,
always sleeps with the light on. It’s not
because Christophe is afraid of the
dark. It’s because the dark is afraid of
Christophe!’
Got your own favourites or heard
some gems that bear repeating? Send
them in and we will publish the best.
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Tahi Ngātahi launched on-line
By Juliet Young
The Minister of Agriculture has praised the shearing and
farming industries for working together to create an on-line
injury prevention programme for the country’s woolsheds.
Tahi Ngātahi was officially launched at the New Zealand
Agricultural Show by shearing and farming industry leaders
in November.
Agriculture Minister Damien O’Connor said it was an
excellent collaborative initiative that put people’s safety
first and added value to the businesses of both farmers and
shearers: ‘These industries can be proud that what started as
an idea has now developed into an important and user-friendly
injury prevention programme. We want everyone to go home
safe from work every day and this programme helps to make
that a reality.’
Hunterville shearing contractor Shane Ratima says he’s
found the programme really valuable since he signed up,
because it covers health and well-being of shearers which
wasn’t often talked about in the industry. The content was
relevant for both new-comers and those experienced in
the industry. ‘Some of them might already know safety
techniques around machinery and plant, but there is really
good information on mental health and well-being and how
to handle pressure.
‘I’ve found it really good for tips around dealing with stress
and pressure. Those are the sort of things we don’t really talk
about so I thought it was great that is part of the programme.’
New Zealand Shearing Contractors’ Association President
Mark Barrowcliffe and Federated Farmers Meat and Wool
executive member David Acland officially launched the
programme. Mark Barrowcliffe said both the shearing and
wool industries wanted the programme to become part of
every woolshed. ‘We want to reduce the injury count by
sharing how injuries can be prevented. The way to do that
is for all shearers, farmers and their staff to do this online
programme.’

Above: Hon Damien O’Connor and NZSCA President Mark
Barrowcliffe at the launch of Tahi Ngātahi. Below:Shearing
Contractors’ Association member Shane Ratima, left, shows
Halcombe farmer, Stuart Fraser, the new online programme.

The programme has been funded by ACC who provided
$1m over three years for its development and has the support
of WorkSafe. Tahi Ngātahi takes about 2 hours to complete
over time and is at www.tahingatahi.co.nz.

GRANT MOORE SHEARING
Winton, Southland
•

Grant Moore Shearing is looking for keen reliable staff for the
busy main shear season, December through to end of March.
We are paying on and above the recommended new pay
rates to our staff and also entitlements. Meals are provided
and we have some accommodation available.
We have recently taken over Integrity Shearing in Ohai and
will have continuity of work through most of the year.
We have also taken on a full-time Manager Chas Tohiariki
with 15 years experience in the Training sector and many
more as a shearer. We see this as a win win for our clients
and our staff and will be able to offer training and support
on daily basis.
We will strive to offer the best service for our clients and
a safe, positive, happy, work environment for all our staff.

•
•

Experienced staff required for our busy King Country and
Waikato-based Mainshear, November-February. Excellent
conditions, meals and transport provided.
Phone Troy Simmons, 021 175 9162 or 07 873 8624
email: otorohangashearing@hotmail.co.nz

•

Any questions or queries, message or phone us
Grant +64 273 450 963 or Chas +64 277 474 471
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Enhance your ability to get to the
radius of the disc with the NEW

Heiniger Acutecc with

Arc Radius Technology

Enhance your ability to get on the
radius of the disc with the NEW
The improved, longer mast height
delivers more consistent movement
of the pendulum along the radius
line enhancing the hollow when
Arc
Radius Technology
sharpening combs and cutters.

Heiniger Acutecc with

Limited Time

BONUS

LJNJUFEFEJUJPOCPOVTLJUJODMVEFT

TheϱǆZĞĚ,ĞĂƚŽĂƌƐĞŵĞƌǇ
improved, longer mast height
delivers
more consistent movement
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of the
pendulum along the radius
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line,ϭǆϮϱϬŵů'ůƵĞ
enhancing
the hollow when
sharpening combs and cutters.
Hurry! Call 03 349 8282
or27visit your local
Shearing
stockist to get the BONUS KIT with your order.
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Quairading Quick Shear 2018 29.43. Ethan Harder from Bruce Rock and she took home $500. Second was

The sixth Quairading Quick Shear was
held on Saturday 6 October 2018 with
the best turn out of shearers since it
started. We had 31 in the intermediate
and 29 in the open, five in the womens,
and two in the comeback shearer, so
67 entrants overall. They came from
Badgingarra, York, Northam, Pingelly,
and Katanning.
The winner of the $2000 open prize
was Lou Brown Bunbury with a time of

was second with a time of 29.46 and
Tipene Te Whata, Badgingarra, was
third with a time of 32.80.
Intermediate winner of the Heiniger
handpiece was Kahn Culshaw from
York with a time o f 34.99; second was
Jack James Ellenbrook (39.62) and third
was Andrew Moore of Badgingarra
(39.85).
The women’s event was won by
Hannah Knox from York in 44.92

Molly Needs from Narrogin (1.07.94)
and Ngakohu Hokianga from Pinelodge
Victoria was third.
The John Hough Perpetual Trophy
for the cleanest shearer of the night
was won by Kim Turvey from Pingelly.
The Kiwis won the Trans-Tasman.
The sheep were supplied by
Shirlee Downs stud from Quairading,
Quairading Seed Cleaners &
Progress Shearing York and many
other businesses and locals farmers in
Quairading and York sponsor us every
year with out them we wouldn’t be able
to put up the prize money we do.
Chris Squiers and Todd Wegner from
Heiniger were our judges.
We raffled a Engel Fridge on the night
and had a Calcutta in the open final,
auctioning off the six open finalists
and raising $750 for the Royal Flying
Doctor Service.
(Helen Breading)

Women’s finalists: Molly Needs, Ngakohu Hokianga, Helga Sinclair, Hannah Knox
Made in New Zealand

silver
fern
shearing
gear
stands
the test
of time

Morrell Shearing gang at Paua Station in the Far North. Back left: Quentin
Mathieus, Rangipa Chase, Vance Gillies, Isaiah Forward, Tyler Hira and Phoenix
Hawkins. Front left: Lucie Grancher, Mike Boyd, Katherine Proctor, Foonie
Waihape (with Boss and Diamond), Tamihana Karauria and Pagan Karauria.
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STEVE HANDLEY (THE CHINCHILLA KILLER)

The hardest working shearer and the best you’d ever find
Is the legacy he left us when he left our world behind
Churning sheep out by the dozen, steely glare and soaked with sweat
Is an image I’ll remember, and it’s one I won’t forget
When they talk about gun shearers and they argue who was best
From the southern Riverina to the sheds out in the west
From the biting chill of winter to the scorching summer sun
There’s a big red headed shearer, and he’s shearing number one
From the plains of western Queensland, from the mulga to the Mallee
The shearing gun on number one would always lead the tally
With a lust for work and shearing and that fierce determination
The stories of Steve Handley slowly spread around the nation
And visitors would come and watch, and stop and stand in awe
Astonished by the way he worked, and by the way he shore
While all the while across the land his reputation grew
The stuff of lore and legend, and we knew that it was true
A legend of the shearing game well known in the west
And Australian sheds fell silent when they laid him down to rest
Every shed across Australia paused a minute in respect
Every shearer, boss and shed hand seized a moment to reflect
And I wondered what old Steve would give to take a shed again
To take his place on number one and fill another pen
With freshly shorn young weaner ewes or feisty wether lambs
A line of combing breeders, or those big Merino rams
Arriving fit for shearing as he did year after year
To mark his spot on number one and pull back into gear
To hang his combs and cutters up and take a look about
To shear another tally, ring the shed and cut it out

Waltzing Australia and
Tim Borthwick

Tim Borthwick grew up on ‘Whynot
Station’, a sheep and cattle property
near Quilpie in south-west Queensland.
He developed a great love for the poetry
of AB ‘Banjo’ Paterson, Henry Lawson
and Will Ogilvie, and greatly admired
the rhythm and rhyme with which they
told their stories.
Tim won the Winton Bronze Swagman
award for original bush poetry in 2014
and was runner-up in 2018. His writing
reveals a gifted story teller who spent
most of his life on the land before the
station was sold in 2011 and the family
moved to Toowoomba. Tim died
tragically in July 2018 aged only 48.
Steve Handley was a well-known
Queensland shearer, often called ‘The
Chinchilla Killer’, due to his incredible
work ethic. He shore for the Borthwick
family for a number of years before his
sudden death in 2014 aged 49. Steve
and Tim had become close friends who
often enjoyed a yarn together. This was
Tim’s tribute to him.
Waltzing Australia is a 265 page, hardcover collection of fifty of Tim’s best
poems, together with the background to
each of them, and has been published by
Harper Collins. A most enjoyable read
for any lover of Australian bush poetry.
******

And the Golden Shed was shearing when we signed him to the Lord
With a vision of Steve Handley standing ready on the board
With a team of big gun shearers at the starting of the run
They’ll be led from start to finish, by the man on number one
When the Golden Sheep are finished and the shed has been cut out
They will hold a cut out party and they’ll mostly talk about
The shearing gun from Queensland with his mop of flaming hair
With his trusty handpiece flying and that chilling distant stare
And his shearing mates were gathered on that sombre afternoon
Paying tribute to a comrade who had left them all too soon
And a colleague spoke proclaiming on the day he passed away
No finer words were ever said, ‘A legend’s born today!’
© Tim Borthwick 2015. Reproduced from Waltzing
Australia with permission from Tim Borthwick [prior
to his death], published by ABC Books.
We published an obituary for Australian shearer
Steve Handley in the April 2014 edition of Shearing
magazine, following his death in February that year.
This poetic tribute by Tim Borthwick has been made
available to Shearing magazine and we publish
it here as further tribute to one of the Australian
shearing industry’s true legends.
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Phone: 027 862 3424
We’re looking for keen
and reliable people with
a professional attitude to
help with our busy Main
and Second Shear seasons
(late Nov to early Feb and
late Apr to early July).
Top pay rates, transport and
food supplied.
Call or text to book in and
Get Shearin’ with Kieran!
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Three sheep and the catch ... yeah!
By Peter Casserly
Our recent trip to Australia was going to be what you might
call the last kick of the ball for blade-shearing mate, John
Kennedy and myself. We decided it was time to go and see
for ourselves the big sheds where, from the 1870s to the
1920s, they had hundreds of blade shearers and hundreds of
thousands of sheep on many a station.
The idea for the trip started when I saw an advertisement
for celebrating 150 years of the wool industry in the district
of Blackall in western Queensland. So, I checked with John
– we’d both had recent set-backs health-wise and reckoned
a few weeks in Aussie would do us the world of good while
we are still in this world.
We started at Brisbane, picked up by Heather Henderson
whom we’d met at Invercargill during the 2017 world
championships. Heather has the biggest and best collection
of shearing blades in the world – over 600 pairs some dating
back to the 1500s. An unreal collection!
We spent two days with Heather and her husband Bob, who
is a Kiwi from Taranaki. They live just south of Toowoomba
where the world championships were held in 2005. They
took us to Warwick, where the blade shearing legend Jackie
Howe was born. Jack shore 321 lambs one day in 1892, a
record that still stands. He was quite useful with machines
too, doing his best tally of 237 that same year.
Jackie’s blades were sold at auction in 2013 for $265,000,
thankfully purchased by the Australian National Museum
at Canberra. They are kept in the same room as our great
racehorse, Phar Lap. By the looks of it, Phar Lap’s heart is
about the same size as those that beat inside the likes of wee
Donny Hammond, Mac Potae, Eddie Reidy, Percy Barrett,
James Fagan and the like!
Our next stop was at the Jondaryan Woolshed where we
met Hugh Tindall who, at the age of 93 had the best and
biggest collection of shearing gear. He told us old stories of
the good old days and has written a book about farming and
shearing called ‘The Back of Beyond’ [with Freda Marnie
Nicholls], a great read.
Next we spent seven days at Blackall, where we met Jackie
Howe’s grand-daughters, Jenny and Mary and had a good

Paying homage to the Legend – Peter Casserly and John
Kennedy at the Jackie Howe Statue, Blackall
look around the Howe Museum. Blackall is also the town
with a monument to the Black Stump. John and I did some
shearing demos and Heather put some old shears on display.
It all went off very well and we met some lovely, friendly
outback people.
Next stop was at Barcaldine North, where the famous tree
of knowledge is situated, and where the striking shearers
from 1891-1894 used to meet and where foundations of the
Australian Labour Party were laid. Then Longreach, and the
Stockman’s Hall of Fame and the Qantas Founders Museum
… Windora, near Birdsville where they hold a race meeting
… Charleville (lots of fun at the historic Hotel Corones) …
Cunnamulla, Burke, then Nyngan, where William ‘Deucem’
Smith hailed from.
‘Deucem’ (so-called because of his ability to out-shear
anyone and everyone who shared a board with him) was
a member of the Muruwari Aboriginal tribe and shore
throughout New South Wales and southern Queensland
between 1912 and 1947. A ‘shearing phenomenon’ is how
he is described by that world authority, Wikipedia. (To p31)

Proud to support N.Z. Shearing Magazine
We require staff July-October and January-May
Accommodation, travel and meals provided
Good attitude towards work and our clients essential
Reliable work and weather patterns in Central Otago
Employment Agreement based on NZSCA
Work under NZSCA ‘SHEARNZ’ programme

All enquiries welcomed. Contact Peter or Elsie
Tel 03 448 6378 Fax 03 448 9201
Email: elsie@peterlyonshearing.co.nz
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MID/SOUTH CANTERBURY

Requires quality shearers and
woolhandlers for permanent
or seasonal work. Good rates
offered, must be drug free.
Phone Tony 027 693 3010
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And by everyone who knew or worked with him during
those years. Deucem died in 1949 and is a member of the
Australian Shearers’ Hall of Fame (inducted 2005).
Through more towns, more big sheds we travelled, Cobor,
Dubbo, Forbes, Hay (home of the Shearers’ Hall of Fame)
where John and I received red carpet treatment for three
days. Bernie Walker had warned them of our arrival, which
was very nice. We also took in the famous old shed at North
Tuppal before catching up with Bernie and Margaret Walker
at Euroa for another couple of fabulous days.
But still we weren’t ready to come home! We went to
Canberra, passing through places like Glenrowan (of Ned
Kelly fame), Yass (Merriman’s merino stud), Bateman’s Bay,
Bowral (Sir Donald Bradman, the boy from Bowral).
After forty days and forty nights without rain it was
time to return to family and friends in the land of milk and
honey and good-shearing sheep. My wife Gloria asked me
to nominate a highlight. Without a doubt, meeting Jackie
Howe’s grandchildren and visiting Alice Downs, the venue
for his world record blades tally.
Gloria mentioned something about sheep shit on the brain
and I said, ‘Funny you should mention that. We met an old
bloke over there who wondered what an old blade shearer
might do if they knew they had only five more minutes to
live. I said I would say a prayer, repent my sins and hope I
might be accepted into Heaven.
‘John Kennedy just said he would like to shear three sheep
and get the catch. That made me think he’s got more sheep
shit on the brain than I have!’

Brian McDonnell passed away 26th October 2018 aged 77
at Perth Hospital Australia. Dearly loved husband of Aamia
and father to Michael, Kerry, Stephanie, Jeanette, Karlee and
Christopher McDonnell and step dad to Raymond, Hoani
and Uhiwaero Brotherson. Brian was a member of Eddie
Reidy’s 10-stand gang that shore 5557 lambs in nine hours at
Poronui on 8 January 1979, with his contribution being 502.
We reported on that day in New Zealand shearing history in
our April 2012 edition.

Tararua Shearing Ltd

Waipukurau has identified itself as the birthplace of
competition shearing in New Zealand. For it was there on
21 January of 1868 that shearers gathered, competition rules
were laid down and competitors duly went about shearing
their sheep which were then judged by local sheep owners
who had a vested interest in the quality of the workmanship
on display. First prize went to a Te Hapuku shepherd named
James Walker, who pocketed a ‘purse’ of three pounds.
Now Waipukurau has ‘celebrated the 150th anniversary
of the birth of ‘shearing sports’ by staging a blade shearing
event featuring experts Tony Dobbs and Allan Oldfield and
two other ‘men of blades’, Russell Knight and Neil Weggery.
Above left, shearers Weggery, Knight, Dobbs and Oldfield
discuss their respective sharpening techniques. A few days
later at Christchurch Dobbs and Oldfield secured their places
in the New Zealand team to attend the world championships
in France next July (2019).

Shearers and shedhands wanted.
Must have good work ethics
and be reliable.
Accommodation, meals and
transport provided.
Work from mid-November to
end of March.
Phone Lionel or Stephanie
Home 06 376 7877
Work 06 375 8488
Cell 027 440 7021
Member NZ Shearing Contractors’ Association
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Film Review: She Shears

Well, this is a bit different. We have reviewed CDs and
DVDs and books in the past but never before a film, I think.
Especially a film of amazing quality about five wahine from
the shearing industry who reveal their hearts and minds and
souls via aspirations to succeed at Golden Shears.
The advertising flyer for this film is effusive in its language
but so accurate: ‘A stunning slice of rural life and the gutsy
women who share a passion for shearing.’ ‘A story of passion,
purpose and detemination and five women for whom shearing
is not just a job.’ ‘A heartland film with a lot of heart.’
The story follows the lives of Jills Angus Burney, Pagan
Karauria, Emily Welch, Megan Wood and Catherine Muloolly
as they work their way toward Golden Shears 2017 at
Masterton.
Waikato Times reviewer Graeme Tuckett gave She Shears
four stars (I think that’s all he had to give!): ‘An understated
and warm-hearted gem of a film. It is stunningly well
photographed, beautifully scored and edited together deftly
and economically. I was happily engrossed and entertained
for all of its 79 minutes.’
‘I am also convinced that director Jack Nicol should next
turn his camera on the blokes who do the commentary at the
shearing competitions. There’s some raw comedy gold there
no scriptwriter could ever invent.’
You got that right too, Mr Tuckett!
(See ‘Those Commentators’ page 29.)

Murray McSkimming Memorial Trophy

Murray McSkimming’s love for merino sheep and shearing
was evident to all who knew him. In his honour the
McSkimming family has created a memorial trophy from
his famous old handpiece with the worn ‘thumb hole’ in it.
In presenting the trophy at the New Zealand Merino Shears
in September, Murray’s sons Lane and Willie McSkimming
said the trophy will be presented annually to an open class
shearer who shows absolute passion for merino shearing, is
quality-focused, has mana, pride, respect, heart and passion
for merino shearing.
‘The winner of this award must also be a role model within
the industry, someone that not only younger shearers look
up to, but also their peers, farmers and the wider agricultural
industry,’ Lane McSkimming said. ‘The trophy winner will
be selected by a representative of the McSkimming family
in collaboration with representatives from the New Zealand
Merino Shearing Society’s committee.’
Murray McSkimming was involved with the Society for
more tham 50 years, the last few as Shears Patron. He died
at Timaru Hospital on 18 January 2017, aged 85.
Wide-combing it with ...

© Last Side Publishing 2018

That Jacinda Ardern seems to have a lot
of talents. Do you think she could shear a
sheep, though?

Oh yeah nah, definitely!

We may be breaching Copyright regulations by publishing the
official flyer without permission. But hey, we’ll take a chance!

Buck Naked
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Above: Forde family members and friends caught the modest
champion completely by surprise when he arrived at the
Cambridge venue for what was supposedly going to be a quiet
dinner with long-time friends, Jamie and Raelene McConachie,
up from Winton for the occasion. Below: Shirley and Steven
Crack with Edsel’s Mum, Pat Forde, and Frankie and Bronwyn
O’Brien, all Western Southlanders with sheep and or shearing
Wasn’t home for his 21st. Didn’t celebrate his 30th, 40th or the affiliations. Speakers included Dion Morrell, Elsie Lyon, Tony
Big Five-O. So friends and family decided to nail him good Hoggard, Ross Loomans, Shane Harvey and Tom Brough.
and proper for his sixtieth birthday at a ‘surprise function’ in
Cambridge on 17 November 2018. This photo from 30 years
ago, during the Mossburn Shears open final won by – yes, Edsel
Forde, 1989 Golden Shears champion and New Zealand open
champion 1990 and 1993, among other milestones.

Things looking a bit Grey? Where to get help

Now is the time for YOU
to join the movement to make a better
working world for yourself and your family
TO GET THERE WE NEED TO

1 – Unionise: you can join by contacting Jills Burney here:
angusburney@gmail.com
2 – Create several collective agreements that give you what
you want in your work contract as a foundation for ...
3 – Making a claim for an industry-wide fair pay agreement
that sets minimum pay per sheep, and maximum hours
amongst a number of other changes that are across the entire
shearing industry to give you a better working life.

Lifeline (open 24/7) – 0800 543 354
Depression Helpline (open 24/7) – 0800 111 757
Healthline (open 24/7) – 0800 611 116
Samaritans (open 24/7) – 0800 726 666
Suicide Crisis Helpline (open 24/7) – 0508 828 865 (0508
TAUTOKO). This is a service for people who may be
thinking about suicide, or those who are concerned about
family or friends.
Youthline (open 24/7) – 0800 376 633. You can also text
234 for free between 8am and midnight, or email talk@
youthline.co.nz
Alcohol Drug Helpline (open 24/7) – 0800 787 797. You
can also text 8691 for free.
For further information, contact the Mental Health
Foundation’s free Resource and Information Service (09
623 4812).
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Elite Shearer Training
By Des Williams
Many are those who take inspiration
from their surroundings. Songwriters,
poets, painters, preachers, artists … And
many are the academic studies on that
general theme that we need not explore
further here.
But if you are hankering to be a
shearer or looking for some other
involvement in the wool industry you
couldn’t find a much better place to start
than the Moketenui Station woolshed,
in the King Country.
For that’s where, displayed proudly
on the shearing shed walls, are the
summary boards for world records
shorn by Matt Smith, Dion King, Ingrid
and Marg Baynes, Rod Sutton, Cam
Ferguson. And there’s an ‘unofficial’
board recording the shed record for nine
hours, during which Rod Sutton shore
713 in eight hours. And that’s where the
Elite Shearing Training group recently
held a three-day course for learners and
‘those who can shear a bit’.
For the youngsters at this course – at
least one of whom will need a note for
his teacher to explain three days of
absence – those names on the board may
not yet mean a great deal. But if they
keep shearing, and become immersed
in its folklore, soon enough they may
aspire to matching the tallies up on
those boards. Or to ‘fill the shoes’ of
more local legends, these youngsters
who hailed mainly from the Piopio, Te
Kuiti, Aria and Otorohanga areas.
From the group of about 20, at
least half a dozen with a rapid ‘hands

up’ indicated to course instructor
Gavin Rowland of their intention to
become full time shearers. Others
have ambitions lying elsewhere, one
mentioned hopes of joining the navy.
Shearing sheep is a bit like playing
cricket when there is rain in the air, or
drizzly clouds that hang about waiting
on a warming breeze. You sometimes
have to take an early lunch or an
extended break.
On this day the damp sheep gave
Gavin Rowland the opportunity to run
through a few sideline messages about
nutrition and hydration (eating the right
food and drinking enough to replace the
fluids you are losing. ‘Water is what
comes out, so you should be putting
water back in’ is the advice this former
marathon runner was given many years
ago. Holds true for shearing too, one

JEFF DORSET

ADRIAN COX
SHEARING LTD
has vacancies for
experienced shearers and
shedhands for
stayout work on his
fine wool run based
in South Canterbury.
Excellent working
conditions.

Give Adrian a
call today!
Tel 03 614 7811

suspects. (Not fizzy soft drink, not beer,
not coffee, but water!)
• Injury management – if it hurts,
get it checked out by an expert.
• Personal hygiene – don’t be
too proud to use a spray on
deodorant – others in the van may
appreciate it during the journey
home. And brush those teeth!
• Change out of sweaty clothes –
change at least once during the
day if you are wet and sweaty.
Change into dry clothes after
work.
• Develop good habits –
punctuality, courtesy, honesty,
look out for each other, treat
others well, as you would like
to be treated (shearing is pretty
much a ‘culturally unbiased’
industry’).

SHEARING
All year round work available for
experienced and reliable staff on
our local and stay out runs. Fine
wool shedhands required from
start August until end October.
Quality accommodation available.
Friendly and safe working
environments.

For enquiries call Joel on
0274 075 531
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ROTORUA

“We support all that
is best in shearing.”
DRUG FREE GANGS
TOP RATES

Jeff 0274 920 758
Office 021 414 914
jeffdorset@xtra.co.nz
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Trainee Lorenz Kemp with instructor Neil Fagan.
Gavin suggested youngsters who are prepared to work
hard and develop their skills could be earning up to $80,000
in two or three years’ time and not a lot of other trades offer
that sort of earning ability for people at such a young age.
Above: Trainee Jaime Penfold and Elite Shearer Training
‘With it comes the chance to travel the world – the USA, instructor Gavin Rowland. Below: Trainee Adrian Marsh
United Kingdom and other countries with sheep populations. works on neck technique with instructor Dean Redman.
But you need to look after yourself starting now – convictions
for misdemeanors like drug abuse, alcohol and physical
violence will prevent you from gaining access to countries
like America.
Further sage advice from Gavin about personal standards
of workmanship: ‘A contractor in a shed like Moketenui with
six or seven stands may be shearing there for a week – that’s
a week’s work for maybe 14 people but the overall standard
of work is judged by the poorest performer. Rough shearing
by a member or members of the gang may result in the farmer
looking for some other contractor next year.
‘You are all depending on each other to maintain high
standards of performance and to make sure you keep having
sheds to work in. When you arrive at a new shed make a point
of politely introducing yourself to the farmer or manager.’
Elite Shearer Training works closely with the New Zealand
Shearing Contractors’ Association in providing training
services as and when required at suitable venues, using
regionally based trainers who are familiar with local sheep
and shearing conditions.

BARROWCLIFFE
SHEARING
Fancy work in the King Country,
Nov-Feb and May-July periods?
Have you got:
• Good work ethic?
• Positive attitude?
• Respect for fellow employees
and clients?
• Ability to have fun?
Training available.
Call Mark on 0275 544 433
Member NZSCA and ShearNZ
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Elite Shearer Training Course at Moketenui Station, Benneydale, November 2018. Back left: Teira Gill, Teani Strickland, Dean
Redman (instructor), AF Hepi, Taelor Tarrant, Kat Morrison, Clay Harris, Reghan Ngarototata, Puhi MacDonald, Keahray
Manson, Mitch Robertson, Adrian Marsh, Chase Tarrant. Front left: Neil Fagan (instructor), Pounamu Wi, Jaime Penfold,
Beth Pease, Tana Barrowcliffe, Lorenz Kemp and Gavin Rowland (instructor). Absent: Jade Kingi and Sam Murphy. (But we
caught up with that pair later in the day – see Neil Fagan gang photo at page 25.)

Masterton men at the Merino Shears. Ken MacPherson (left)
and Donald Macrae were members of the judging panel at
the New Zealand Merino Shears, Alexandra, in September.
Donald farms a sheep and beef property at Gladstone, near
Masterton and has been doing so for some 30 years. He
was a full time shearer for about six years in the 1980s,
including time in Scotland and England (with John Walker
in Derbyshire).
Donald says he never did much in the way of competition
shearing himself but got ‘roped into judging’ about ten
years ago by Sam Saunders! Ken (shearing) and Donald
(woolhandling) have been ‘sheep selectors’ at Golden
Shears for the past several years. (But no retrospective
correspondence will be entered into!)

We require staff for our busy summer mainshear from
December through ‘til April and for our pre-lamb June
through ‘til August. Good work ethics and attitude towards
our clients and fellow staff are essential.
Travel and meals provided.
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All enquiries welcomed to
office@mcconachieshearing.co.nz
Curly 0274 336 477 or Jamie 027 336 4007
Member NZ Shearing Contractors’ Association
Member ShearNZ
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Secondary Schools’ Shearing
Competition, 2018 Hawke’s Bay Show.

Havelock North’s Iona College made history when they
became the first girls to have ever competed at the InterSchools shearing competition held at the Hawke’s Bay
Show. Twenty students entered and six of them were Iona
girls. Three different finals were held and four Iona girls
made the ‘Novice Novice’ (just learnt to shear) which meant
they headed off Napier Boys’ High School and Lindisfarne,
nudging them out of the final for that grade, to be awarded
individual placings.
We record special thanks to parents Russell and Margot
Dever who organised a shearing shed at Te Awanga for the
girls to have a final practice before the Show. This was very
important for the girls to have more time on the handpiece
and check their gear.
Poko Poko Station Shearing School, 1-3 October 2018:
Russell and Margot Dever kindly offered to host a shearing
school and provided all the sheep, handpieces, combs and
cutters for Milly Dever and her Year 11, keen, farming friends
who wanted to learn how to shear. Those girls being Anna
Rasmussen, Olivia Kirkpatrick, Gabe Hume, Rosie Bates.
They gave up their first week of the school holidays and they
had 180 hoggets to crutch before shearing them.
As this course was privately run, the girls had to pay the
tutors for their time. The tutors were some of New Zealand’s
best: we had Marg Baynes and her daughter Ingrid Smith
who together hold the women’s world two-stand, eight hour,
lamb record, and also Pete Chilcott who is a very experienced
shearer and tutor and currently works for Brendon Mahony
Shearing Contractors in Hawke’s Bay. Storm Baynes who
is a qualified Physiotherapist came and gave her expertise
to the girls on injury prevention. She also created the Shear
Pace App which is widely used amongst the shearing world.
The girls worked tirelessly every day in the woolshed,
guided by using the same hours as a shearing gang would
operate, 7.00a.m. – 5.00p.m. Some of the girls had never held
a handpiece and by the end of the third day they could shear
a sheep unattended.
The tutors were so proud of the girls attitude and work ethic,
that they talked them into entering the Hawke’s Bay Show

Above from left: Gabrielle Hume, Penny Wilson, Olivia
Kirkpatrick, Rosie Bates, Milly Dever, Anna Rasmussen
(Show prize giving). Below from left: Marg Baynes, Anna
Rasmussen, Rosie Bates, Milly Dever, Gabrielle Hume, Olivia
Kirkpatrick, Pete Chilcott (photo taken at shearing school).

and having a go at the Inter-School shearing competition.
This shearing school is only the start of the journey these
girls are on, parents took them to see the movie She Shears,
which was a great inspiration and motivator to fill them with
confidence that girls can do anything.  We thank the families
involved, as without them this shearing school would have
not been such a great success. (Milly Dever)

NZ Shearing Contractors’ Association Inc
New members welcome. Join now!

Keep abreast with the new rates and changes in legislation.
National President: Mark Barrowcliffe Tel 0275 544 433. Email: mjbarrow@xtra.co.nz
National Secretary: Cheryl Christie, PO Box 11, Ashhurst.Tel 027 263 7634: Fax 06 326 8041
E-mail contactus@nzshearing.co.nz
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A ‘Call to Arms’ at the New Zealand Merino Shears in
September! But not to fight, just to admire. The finely
decorated arms of a finely talented group of fine wool
shearers. Top left, Australian designs, sported by Beau Guelfi,
representing his children, and Kukerin, the area he comes
from in Western Australia. Top right, Hohepa Te Rata-Taituha
of Ngati Maniapoto and Tainui. Middle right: Brett ‘Kornie’
Roberts displaying his Ngati Kahungungu affiliations. Bottom
right, Stacey Te Huia displaying Ngati Tuwharetoa/Taupo
moana affiliations from his mother’s iwi. ‘On my forearm I
have a ta moko that my daughter got drawn up but never put
on, so all close relatives had it done the week after she died.’
Above left, Paerata Abraham, honouring Rangitane Iwi, the
people who brought up him and his siblings.
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Sharpen up with

Buy
Get 10 BONUS cutters when you purchase
90 Heiniger Xtreme or Edge cutters.
Terms & Conditions: Promotion limited to specially marked cutter boxes & applicable in New Zealand
only. Promo period from 5 November 2018 while stocks last. Cutters available from all leading merchants.

Heiniger New Zealand | 03 349 8282 | heiniger. co.nz
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NEW LISTER COMB RANGE
ELITE
AND FULL
THICKNESS
COMBS
AVAILABLE

Developed by world champions for professional
shearers, the extensive new Lister comb range features
both run-in and full thickness combs to suit every need.
With a slender tooth profile, each new comb enhances
shearing speed and includes a refined heel shape to
provide a wider setting for cutter throw.

LONG BEVEL

MEDIUM BEVEL

SHORT BEVEL

Developed for the professional shearer, the Skorpion’s
contoured body has been expertly moulded to deliver
true precision cutting and effortless results. Perfectly
weighted, the Skorpion provides cool running and
comfort over long periods of time.
> TRIPLE BEARING TECHNOLOGY FOR A SMOOTH,
PROFESSIONAL CUT
> PRECISION CONTROL
> COOL RUNNING
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lister-shearing.com | acto.co.nz
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BY APPOINTMENT
TO HER MAJESTY THE QUEEN
MANUFACTURERS OF
ANIMAL CARE PRODUCTS
LISTER SHEARING EQUIPMENT LTD.
STONEHOUSE, GLOUCESTERSHIRE
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WITH OVER 100 YEARS
OF HERITAGE AND EXPERIENCE,
LISTER DEVELOPS HIGH-PERFORMING
CLIPPING AND SHEARING PRODUCTS
SO YOU CAN PURSUE YOUR
PASSION WITH PRIDE.
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